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Abstract 
I consider environments in which an agent with private information can acquire arbitrary hard 
evidence about his type before interacting with a principal. In a broad class of screening models, I 
show that there is always an evidence structure that interim Pareto improves over the no-evidence 
benchmark whenever some types of the agent take an outside option in the benchmark case, and 
additional weak conditions, including either a single-crossing condition or state-independence of the 
principal's payoffs, are satisfied. I show that the sufficient conditions are tight and broadly applicable. 
Addressing concerns about multiple equilibria, I show how a planner can restrict the available 
evidence to ensure that an equilibrium which interim Pareto-improves over the benchmark case is 
obtained. Furthermore, I show that Pareto-improving evidence can arise endogenously when agents 
choose what evidence to acquire (and disclose). 
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1 Introduction
In 2008 the US Congress passed the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA). Among other
provisions, the GINA prohibits health insurers from denying coverage or charging higher premiums based
on a genetic predisposition to develop a disease in the future. The issue had become prominent following
technological advances in genetic testing, which, while offering only crude predictions for a limited set of
conditions at present, promises to become more accurate and broadly applicable in the future. Genetic
testing is a form of evidence: information which is true, or at least costly to falsify (unlike cheap talk) and
which must be voluntarily disclosed (unlike directly observable information).1
New technologies such as genetic testing will expand the scope and accuracy of evidence used in economic
transactions, but evidence has long been ubiquitous in economic life. Student ID cards used to obtain
discounts at a movie theater, academic qualifications presented by a job seeker to a potential employer,
and quotes from suppliers shared by a contractor are all examples. In general, evidence can ameliorate
inefficiencies due to asymmetric information. However, this may be at consumers’ expense: for example, a
concern driving the GINA may be that evidence about genetic predispositions to costly diseases would lead
to unaffordably high premiums for some consumers. In this paper, I investigate the welfare implications of
(endogenous) evidence and the optimal availability of evidence for consumers.
This paper considers evidence, which is distinct from two types of information more commonly studied in
economic models: cheap talk and observable information. Claims backed by evidence must be true, or at least
bear some relation to the truth, unlike cheap talk which acquires a relation to the truth only endogenously.
For example, a firm can claim that it can purchase some input at a certain price regardless of whether or not
it can (cheap talk), but can only provide a quote from a supplier if it can purchase at that price (evidence).
In contrast to observable information, the holder of evidence chooses voluntarily to disclose it. For example,
a movie theater cannot tell whether a customer is a student unless a student ID is presented, but may be
able to observe directly whether a customer is a child.
My model applies to a broad class of environments in which an informed agent can provide evidence of
his type to a principal. I show that, under weak conditions, there is an evidence structure that interim
Pareto-improves on the equilibrium when no evidence is available. The key property is that the agent has
access to an outside option that is taken by some types in an optimal mechanism without evidence (some
other broadly applicable monotonicity and single-crossing conditions are required in addition).
Although the requirement that some types take the outside option without evidence is not a primitive condi-
tion, it is easy to check in the many settings where optimal mechanisms without evidence are well understood.
Examples of environments that satisfy the conditions include general buyer seller interactions (generalizing
from the unit-valuation-zero-cost environment studied in the leading case to allow for sales of multiple goods
and any type-independent cost function), and monopoly insurance.
1In reality, consumers may also learn about their types by obtaining a genetic test. This aspect is not modeled in this paper.
Nevertheless, the basic mechanism behind my results will continue to apply as long as consumers have some private information
pre-testing. Moreover, adding learning to the model could be expected to strengthen the favorable welfare results I obtain for
two reasons: Firstly, since learning implies that evidence-acquisitions are made at an ex-ante stage, the consumer can make
an ex-ante optimal tradeoff between the welfare effects on possible interim types. Secondly, learning per-se is typically welfare
improving.
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In a motivating example, I show that a buyer facing a monopolistic seller can be made better off when
evidence is available compared to the benchmark case when no evidence is available. In addition, the same
evidence structure can arise endogenously when the buyer chooses what evidence to acquire before the mo-
nopolist sets a price, and this result is robust to several different assumptions about the timing of evidence
acquisition and presentation. Modelling evidence acquisition as endogenous is appropriate in many real-life
cases: for example, students can decide whether to acquire a student ID, firms have some flexibility over the
accounting information they collect, patients choose whether to undergo genetic testing.
Surprisingly, although the monopolist could extract the full consumer surplus if the buyer acquired all avail-
able evidence, there is always an equilibrium in which the buyer acquires partial evidence and is made better
off. Moreover, if evidence is made available by a planner with consumer surplus as her objective – for exam-
ple student IDs provided by a university or senior cards provided by a government – the planner can choose
an information structure which simultaneously allows for an equilibrium that interim Pareto dominates the
equilibrium with no evidence and rules out equilibria that make any type of the consumer worse off. Under
a mild refinement – iterated admissibility – the planner can induce the ‘good equilibrium’ as the unique
outcome.
The intuition in the buyer-monopolist case can be illustrated using a stylized example. A movie theater
serves both students, who are willing to pay either eight or nine dollars for a ticket and non-students, who
are willing to pay either ten or eleven dollars. The proportions of willingness-to-pay types are such that the
revenue-maximizing price when the monopolist is constrained to charge the same price to all buyers is ten
dollars. At that price students do not go to the movies.
Now suppose that the students acquire ID cards and the theater is aware of this. The theater now charges
eight dollars for customers presenting a student ID card and continues to charge ten dollars for customers
who do not present an ID card. Students are strictly better off and non-students are no worse off. At the
same time, if it were known that every customer had acquired evidence that fully identified their willingness
to pay, the theater could engage in first-degree price discrimination by requiring the customer to disclose his
willingness to pay in order to make any purchase.
A naive analysis may suggest that a student discount implies a ‘non-student surcharge’: if students are
willing to pay less than the average then non-students are willing to pay more, and so will be charged more
if students identify themselves. In fact, as long as students are excluded when they cannot be identified, this
is incorrect. If the seller would prefer to charge a higher price to non-students when they do not present a
student ID it would also have been feasible to do so, and would have had the same effects on revenue, when
the student ID did not exist.
More formally, when a student ID can be presented, incentive constraints between the student buyers and the
non-student buyers can be ignored. However, in the benchmark case, since the students receive the outside
option, these constraints are identical to the participation constraints and therefore redundant. Deleting
those incentive constraints makes no difference to the set of feasible prices (and, more generally, sales mech-
anisms) for the non-students.
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This logic generalizes to a broad class of mechanism design problems: namely, those in which the agents
have access to an outside option. I show that whenever there is a set of types who receive the outside option
in the benchmark mechanism, and who would do better than the outside option if that set was directly ob-
servable, and appropriate monotonicity and single-crossing conditions apply, there is an evidence structure
under which no type is worse off and some types are better off. This evidence structure can also arise in
equilibrium when evidence is chosen endogenously.
The result that an equilibrium with evidence may Pareto dominate the benchmark equilibrium with no
evidence contrasts with results from the disclosure literature (Grossman and Hart, 1980; Grossman, 1981;
Milgrom, 1981; Milgrom and Roberts, 1986). The typical result in that literature is that informed parties
with access to arbitrarily precise evidence are forced into full disclosure in any equilibrium. In the buyer-
monopolist context this would lead to zero rents for all buyers. In my model, partial disclosures are possible
in equilibrium, which make excluded buyers strictly better off without affecting the payoff received by the
remaining buyers. The differences between my model and the models used in the disclosure literature are
discussed in more detail below.
1.1 Related literature
The most closely related existing papers are Sher and Vohra (2015) and McAdams (2011), both of which con-
sider a model of a monopolist facing a buyer with evidence. Sher and Vohra characterize optimal mechanisms
given arbitrary sets of evidence that may be available to the buyer. They show that optimal mechanisms
with evidence differ from the cheap-talk case in several ways. In particular, evidence may induce second
degree price discrimination, even though buyers have unit valuations, and may lead to non-monotone allo-
cations. Unlike in this paper, Sher and Vohra do not consider welfare implications or endogenous evidence
acquisition. Moreover, my results generalize to a broad class of adverse selection environments whereas Sher
and Vohra’s results are specific to a buyer-seller relationship.
McAdams considers a model with endogenous evidence; however the model is different in several ways.
Firstly, the timing is opposite: the monopolist commits to a mechanism before the buyer acquires evidence
(which, in McAdams’ model, is costly to acquire). Secondly, the buyer’s choice of evidence is restricted to
either exact evidence of the buyer’s value or no evidence at all. In contrast, I allow for arbitrary partial evi-
dence. McAdams shows that, in this model, aggregate welfare can be non-monotone in the cost of evidence.
As with Sher and Vohra, McAdams’ analysis is restricted to a buyer-seller model.
More broadly, this paper is related to the literature on mechanism design with evidence. Green and Laffont
(1986), Bull and Watson (2004; 2007) and Koessler and Perez-Richet (2014) consider when social choice
functions can be partially implemented with evidence, and to what extent analogues of the revelation prin-
ciple apply. Green and Laffont, as well as Bull and Watson, find conditions under which direct mechanisms
in which the agent discloses all available evidence are without loss of generality: these conditions apply in
the model considered in this paper.
Koessler and Perez-Richet characterize social choice functions which are (partially) implementable with
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evidence-based mechanisms: mechanisms which implement an outcome consistent with the social choice
function and presented evidence both on- and off-path. Kartik and Tercieux (2012) and Ben-Porath and
Lipman (2012) consider full implementation, in the sense of Maskin (1999).
In my paper, many of the issues considered in the literature on partial implementation with evidence do not
arise. In particular, I allow agents to costlessly disclose all evidence they obtain: this implies a condition
known variously as Normality (Bull and Watson, 2007) or the Nested Range Condition (Green and Laffont,
1986) under which restricting attention to mechanisms in which all available evidence is disclosed — and, in
addition, agents truthfully report their private information — is without loss of generality.
As noted above, my results contrast with the literature on disclosure (Grossman and Hart, 1980; Grossman,
1981; Milgrom, 1981; Milgrom and Roberts, 1986). In the typical model found in the disclosure literature,
a seller has private information about the quality of a good for sale. The seller can make truthful, possibly
partial, disclosures about the quality of the good. Higher quality goods command a higher price. The main
result is that full disclosure is the unique equilibrium: for any partial disclosure policy, if the true qual-
ity of the good is higher than the expectation given the partial disclosure, the seller does better by making
a further disclosure. Any policy involving less than full disclosure thus ‘unravels’ as the highest types deviate.
It is clear from the intuition that this unravelling result would continue to hold if the seller could choose
what evidence to acquire rather than simply what to disclose. Likewise, an equilibrium with partial pooling
would continue to exist in my example if the buyer could make an overt disclosure before the seller commits
to a mechanism (the buyer has no incentive to make any further disclosure, as he receives the lowest price
consistent with the disclosure made in the equilibrium constructed below). Rather than the timing, the key
difference is that in the disclosure models, the ‘receiver’ treats the ‘sender’ as if his type was the expected
value (or, at least, some intermediate value) given the receiver’s posterior belief after observing a disclosure.
In my model, as the construction below will make clear, for some signal structures, the sender is treated as
if his type were the lowest possible given the disclosure. Since all types of the sender, in both models, have
monotonic preferences over the receiver’s belief, this leads to unravelling in the disclosure models but not in
my model.
A large literature, following the initial work on disclosure, shows that the unravelling result can be avoided
by various plausible modifications to the basic model. There are two main strands. In the first strand
disclosure is costly (representative papers include Jovanovic, 1982; Verrechia, 1983; 1990; Dye, 1986; Lanen
and Verrechia, 1987). In the second strand there is uncertainty about whether the sender is able to make a
disclosure (Dye, 1985; Jung and Kwon, 1988). In both strands, it is no longer possible to make a worst-case
inference about a seller who does not fully disclose the quality. The mechanism allowing for partial disclosure
in my model is unrelated to these arguments.
Giovannoni and Seidmann (2007) also provide conditions under which an equilibrium with partial pooling
exists in a game with verifiable disclosure. In their model, actions are one-dimensional and the difference
between the sender’s and the receiver’s ideal action, for a given state, can be characterized by a real valued
bias function. There is an equilibrium with pooling on some subset of the state space if the direction of
the bias switches on that subset and the receiver’s ex-ante preferred action on that subset lies between the
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highest ex-post preferred action for states where the bias is negative and the lowest ex-post preferred action
for states where the bias is positive.
In my example this property does not hold: if we restrict attention to posted prices, the sender (i.e. the
buyer) always prefers lower prices and the receiver (i.e. the monopolist) prefers ex-post to charge the buyer’s
valuation, so that the ‘bias’ is always in the same direction. Moreover, the example is not a case of Giovan-
noni and Seidmann’s framework since the receiver’s action space is multi-dimensional. However, a common
theme is that there is no feasible direction in which the sender would like the receiver to update: in Giovan-
noni and Seidmann’s partial revelation result the sender is treated as an intermediate type but would like
the receiver’s belief to move in the opposite direction of the truth; in my construction the sender is treated
as the most favorable type given the disclosed subset.
In a recent paper, Hagenbach, Koessler and Perez-Richet (2014) give sufficient conditions for existence of a
full disclosure equilibrium – an equilibrium in which all evidence is disclosed – in a general setting. Their
conditions are sufficient for a full disclosure equilibrium to exist, but do not ensure that it is unique. In fact,
my results give an example where their conditions apply yet a partial disclosure equilibrium also exists.
This paper is also related to the voluminous literature on third degree price discrimination (see Armstrong,
2006, for a recent survey). Most closely related is the strand of the literature concerned with the welfare
implications of third degree price discrimination. Schmalensee (1981), Varian (1985) and Schwartz (1990)
establish, in increasingly general models, that a necessary condition for third degree price discrimination to
improve welfare over a uniform monopoly price benchmark is that output increases. This necessary condition
continues to hold with evidence. However, in contrast to these papers I focus on consumer surplus. It is quite
possible for third degree price discrimination to increase total welfare while reducing consumer surplus: an
extreme example is perfect price discrimination. Moreover, my model shows how evidence structures which
increase consumer surplus can arise endogenously, while these papers consider exogenous observable infor-
mation.
In a recent paper, Bergemann, Brooks and Morris (2015) characterize the set of pairs of consumer and
producer surplus that can be achieved in equilibrium for any possible observable information the monopolist
may have about the buyer’s valuation. In comparison to Bergemann, Brooks and Morris my model covers a
broader range of environments and my results in the specific case that they study may be more appropriate
when evidence is endogenous.
Finally, the mechanics of the model are related to the recent literature on positive selection in dynamic
mechanism design (Board and Pycia, 2014; Tirole, 2015). In this literature, a mechanism designer with
limited commitment faces an agent in a dynamic interaction over time. Positive selection means that ‘low
types’ – those with whom less aggregate surplus can be created – exit over time. This allows the designer to
adhere to the full commitment mechanism, since positive selection makes deviations from the full commit-
ment mechanism less attractive over time.
In my model, we can think of the set of types of the buyer that acquire no evidence as the ‘general market’.
By acquiring evidence, low types exit the general market and participate in a separate market which requires
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evidence to enter. Since the low types exit there is positive selection into the general market. The argument
that the price in the general market is unaffected is analogous to the argument, in the positive selection
literature, that the principal can commit to the optimal static mechanism.
2 Buyer-Monopolist Model
In this section I consider a model in which a buyer with a private unit valuation for a good (he) purchases
from a monopolist (she). Prior to interacting with the monopolist, the buyer may have access to some
evidence about his value. Given the available evidence, the monopolist commits to a revenue-maximizing
mechanism. I show that there exists an evidence structure under which each type of the buyer is better off
than if no evidence was available to him. Moreover, the equilibrium is an interim Pareto improvement: no
type of the buyer is worse off while some types of the buyer are strictly better off.
The basic model is standard: the buyer has a private unit valuation, v ∈ [0, 1], for a good supplied by a
monopolist. The buyer’s value is drawn from a distribution, F (v), with density f(v). I make the following
assumption:
Assumption 1 The density, f(v) is strictly positive on [0, 1] and the virtual value
v − 1− F (v)
f(v)
is strictly increasing in v.
The buyer’s ex-post payoff if he receives the good and pays a price p to the monopolist is v − p. The mo-
nopolist can supply the good at zero cost and is a revenue maximizer.
2.1 Exogenous Evidence
Before approaching the monopolist, the buyer may have access to evidence in the form of statements, “v ∈ E”
for any Lebesgue measurable subset, E, of [0, 1] such that v ∈ E. The first requirement is an innocuous tech-
nical condition. The second requirement reflects the fact that evidence statements cannot be false (though
they need not be the whole truth). Let L denote the Lebesgue measurable subsets of [0, 1]
An evidence structure is a correspondence E : [0, 1]⇒ L.
In addition, each type is always capable of sending no evidence; that is, the statement “v ∈ [0, 1]”. The
evidence available to type v given evidence structure E is E(v) ∪ [0, 1].
After the buyer has acquired evidence, the seller commits to a mechanism. Since the buyer is in possesion
of evidence it is not a priori without loss of generality to restrict attention to direct mechanisms. However,
under the assumption that the buyer can always send all evidence statements that are available to him, the
evidence structure satisfies a condition called Normality proposed by Bull and Watson (2007; and related to
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the Nested Range Condition in Green and Laffont (1986)).
Normality requires that each type, v, can be associated with a ‘maximal’ evidence statement, such that if
some other type w can present type v’s maximal evidence, then type w can present all evidence that type v
can present. Normality is automatically satisfied if all types can present all the evidence available to them.
That is, there are no costs or time constraints associated with presenting evidence.
Bull and Watson show that under Normality we can restrict attention to mechanisms in which the message
space is the type space together with the set of possible evidence statements. All types truthfully report
their type and present all evidence that is available to them.
Proposition 1 (Bull and Watson, 2007): If the evidence structure satisfies Normality, then a social
choice function is (partially) implementable if and only if it is implementable with truthful cheap talk messages
and full evidence disclosure.
For a given evidence structure an optimal mechanism for the seller solves:
maxα(v),p(v)
∫ 1
0
p(v)dF (v)
s.t. α(v)v − p(v) ≥ α(v′)v − p(v′) ∀(v, v′) : E(v′) ⊂ E(v)
and
α(v)v − p(v) ≥ 0 ∀v.
We can construct an evidence structure under which no type of the buyer does worse, and some types do
better, than they would if no evidence was available and which, moreover, is efficient. In the absence of
evidence, the optimal mechanism for the monopolist is a posted price, p∗1 ∈ (0, 1). The equilibrium payoff is
v − p∗1 if v ≥ p∗1 and 0 otherwise. Let
u∗(v) =
v − p∗1 v ≥ p∗1,0 v < p∗1.
Given an arbitrary mechanism, let u(v) be the payoff to type v of the buyer.
Proposition 2 For any distribution of types, F (v), satisfying Assumption 1 there exists an evidence struc-
ture and an optimal mechanism given that evidence structure with:
1. u(v) ≥ u∗(v) for all v ∈ [0, 1].
2. u(v) > u∗(v) for all v ∈ [0, p∗1] except for a set of measure zero.
Moreoever, any optimal mechanism given that evidence structure induces an interim Pareto-improvement.
We prove proposition 2 by construction. Recall that p∗1 is the optimal monopoly price when no evidence is
available. Recursively, define
p∗k = min{argmaxv∈[0,1]v(1− F (v|v < p∗k−1))}.
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Lemma 1 p∗k is well defined and the sequence {p∗k}∞k=1 converges to zero.
The proof of Lemma 1 is contained in the appendix.
For v ∈ (0, p∗1) let
A(v) ≡ [p∗k, p∗k−1)
for k such that v ∈ [p∗k, p∗k−1).
The evidence structure is as follows:
E(v) =

{0} v = 0,
[0, 1] v ≥ p∗1,
A(v) 0 < v < p∗1.
I refer to this evidence structure as A.
Given this evidence structure, an optimal mechanism for the monopolist is to charge 0 to buyers presenting
{0}, p∗k to buyers presenting [p∗k, p∗k−1) and p∗1 to buyers presenting no evidence. Without loss of generality,
the monopolist does not sell to the buyer if presented with evidence statements outside ∪vE(v).
Since the no evidence price is the highest, all available evidence is presented in equilibrium. To see that the
mechanism is optimal, note that p∗1 continues to be the optimal price when the seller faces the distribution
F (v|v ≥ p∗1). Clearly a lower price cannot be optimal. If a higher price generated higher revenue, it would
also generate higher revenue against the distribution, F (v). This follows because with both p∗1 and any
price p′ > p∗1 no buyers with values below p
∗
1 purchase. These buyers are therefore irrelevant to a revenue
comparison between p∗1 and p
′ > p∗1. By the same argument the optimal mechanism is still a posted price
(that is, α(v) ∈ {0, 1}).
Similarly, the optimal price given F (v|[(p∗k, p∗k−1)) is the same as the optimal price given F (v|v < p∗k−1).
Since no type pays more than p∗1 and all types purchase, u(v) ≥ u∗(v) for all v ∈ [0, 1]. For any v < p∗1,
u∗(v) = 0, whereas u∗(v) > 0 for almost all v ∈ (0, p∗1) in the constructed equilibrium.
Given Assumption 1, p∗1 is the unique optimal price on [p
∗
1.1] (or any subset of [0, 1] including [p
∗
1, 1]) so
that, given A, p∗1 is the unique optimal no-evidence price. Moreover, any optimal price on [p∗2, p∗1) must be
strictly lower than p∗1. It follows that any optimal mechanism given evidence strucutre A induces an interim
Pareto-improvement.
The observation that truncating the distribution below p∗1 does not affect the optimal price is key to the
results in this paper: if buyers presenting evidence that their value is below p∗1 receive a lower price, this
does not imply that buyers with values above p∗1 receive a higher price, allowing for an interim Pareto im-
provement. The key property is that buyers below p∗1 take their outside option in the equilibrium without
evidence. Because of this, the incentive constraints between high value buyers and low value buyers are
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redundant: they are satisfied whenever the high value buyer’s participation constraints are satisfied.
Note, however that this feature is not sufficient for the existence of an evidence structure that induces an
interim Pareto-improvement (see Example 5). Two properties of this environment ensure that this feature
is sufficient in this case. In the first place, the principal’s preferences over outcomes (here, pairs of transfers
and allocation probabilities) do not depend on the agent’s type. Secondly, a single-crossing condition on
the agent’s preferences is satisfied. Either of these properties is sufficient to ensure that when evidence is
available, the principal does not want to change the mechanism offered to the previously included set of
types solely because incentive constraints corresponding to imitating types in the previously excluded set
have been removed. In the final section, I generalize this logic to show that evidence can lead to an interim
Pareto improvement in a broad class of environments.
2.2 Evidence Provided by a Planner
In many environments, evidence is regulated or made available by a central authority with the interests of
the agents who acquire evidence in mind. For example: student ID cards are provided by a university, pro-
fessional organizations provide certifications to their members, governments provide senior citizen cards. In
this section, I consider a variant of the model used in the previous section with the difference that a planner
— concerned with maximizing consumer surplus — selects which evidence statements the buyer can choose
to obtain, or equivalently which statements can be contracted upon. I show that there exists a policy for
the planner such that the interim payoffs from the equilibrium described above are achieved (almost surely)
in any iteratively admissible equilibrium. Moreover, under the same policy, the buyer is better off compared
to the no-evidence benchmark in any equilibrium, whether admissible or not.
The planner’s decision is observable to both the buyer and the monopolist. Formally, the planner chooses a
measureable correspondence
χ : v ⇒ 2L
Sastifying v ∈ E for all E ∈ χ(v). The buyer then chooses an evidence acquisition strategy, E , (a set of
evidence statements for each type) with the restriction E(v) ⊂ χ(v). The game then continues as in the
previous section.
To summarize, the timing is:
The main result of this section shows how a planner can ensure an interim Pareto-improvement across all
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equilibria by restricting the available evidence, under a weak refinement: admissibility. Admissibility simply
requires that weakly dominated strategies are not played.
It will be clear that, for this result, it is only necessary that the planner choose a partition of the state space
and allow the buyer to acquire evidence proving which element of the partition his type is in, and disallow
the buyer to acquire any other evidence. Note that the planner does not choose the evidence-acquisition
strategy, but simply restricts the available evidence, from which the buyer is then free to choose.
Proposition 3 There is a policy for the planner, and a continuation equilibrium, such that:
1. u(v) ≥ u∗(v) for all v ∈ [0, 1]
2. u(v) > v∗(v) for almost all 0 < v < p∗1.
Moreover, given the same policy, every admissible continuation equilibrium induces an interim Pareto-
improvement over the no-evidence benchmark.
Proof: Let
χ(v) =

[0, 1] v ∈ [p∗1, 1],
{0} v = 0,
A(v) otherwise,
where A(v) is defined as in the previous section. There is an equilibrium satisfying the proposition, since if
all types of the buyer acquire evidence, an optimal mechanism for the monopolist is to charge p∗1 to buyers
presenting no evidence, p∗k to buyers presenting Ak and 0 to buyers presenting {0}. Given this, it is clearly
optimal for each type of the buyer to acquire the available evidence.
To see that no other equilibrium evidence structure satisfies admissibility, we note that not acquiring all
available evidence is weakly dominated. Indeed, the buyer cannot be made worse off by acquiring χ(v) since
he can always choose not to present it. On the other hand, given the monopolist’s equilibrium mechanism
outlined above it is a strict best response for (almost every type of) the buyer to acquire all available evidence
in χ(v). It follows that (almost) no other equilibrium evidence structure satisfies admissibility.
To see that the constructed equilibrium satisfies admissibility note that acquiring full evidence can never
be (weakly) dominated, since the buyer is always free not to present the evidence he has acquired. Given
that the unique admissible equilibrium evidence structure is A, the proposition is satisfied. The argument
is identical to the one made for Proposition 2.
The same argument applies in the general case: whenever an equilibrium which Pareto-dominates the no-
evidence benchmark exists, the planner can ensure that that equilibrium is unique under admissibility by
suitably restricting the available evidence.
If the buyer is allowed to use a random evidence-acquisition strategy, the planner can do even better. Berge-
mann, Brooks and Morris (2015) consider the following question: what is the set of pairs of consumer and
producer surplus that are achieved in equilibrium for any arbitrary information a monopolist can observe
about the buyer’s value? They construct an information structure that maximizes consumer surplus given a
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best response by the monopolist (henceforth referred to as the BBM information structure).
Under the BBM information structure, after any signal, the monopolist is indifferent between charging the
value of the lowest type who generates that signal with positive probability and charging the no-information
monopoly price. All types of the buyer are served, hence the equilibrium is efficient. On the other hand, since
the no-information monopoly price is also optimal on each segment, the monopolist’s profit is the same as
with no information. Since this is a lower bound on the monopolist’s profit under any information structure,
consumer surplus is maximized.
Under the (deterministic) evidence structure that I construct, the monopolist makes a strictly higher profit
than under the no-evidence benchmark; hence consumer surplus is lower than under the BBM information
structure. The BBM information structure is consistent with an evidence acquisition strategy in which ev-
ery type acquires exactly one evidence statement (though each type must randomize over several available
statements). Since the buyer always has evidence the monopolist optimally excludes the buyer if he presents
no evidence. It follows that the acquired evidence is always presented given any individually rational price
so that evidence functions identically to observable information in this context.
Although the BBM information structure can lead to maximal consumer surplus, providing the BBM in-
formation structure is unappealing for a planner for two reasons. Firstly, it requires the buyer to play a
specific mixed strategy, and in fact one that is weakly dominated, while the deterministic equilibrium that
I construct only requires the buyer to play the unique admissible strategy. Secondly, given that the buyer’s
information acquisition strategy is consistent with the BBM information structure, there is another optimal
mechanism for the monopolist that leaves the buyer with low surplus (under the BBM information structure
the monopolist is indifferent between charging the lowest value consistent with each signal and charging the
no-information monopoly price after each signal).
2.3 Endogenous evidence and disclosure
In this section I show that the key result (the possibility of an interim Pareto improvement) is robust to some
features of the timing of the game. In the benchmark case, we assumed that a given evidence strucutre was
exogenously available to the agent. When discussing policy implementation, we noted that, if a planner re-
stricts the feasible set of evidence statements and then allows the agent to acquire, or not acquire, evidence as
he chooses then the same evidence structure arises in equilibrium and is essentially unique under admissibility.
Even with no planner, however, the same equilibrium continues to exist in an environment where the buyer
can choose what evidence he acquires (from an unrestricted set of feasible statements). Consider a model
with the following timing:
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The buyer observes the seller’s choice of mechanism before participating in the mechanism. The seller does
not observe the buyer’s evidence acquisition strategy before committing to a mechanism.
The solution concept is based on Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991). An equilibrium
consists of a mechanism chosen by the seller, a reporting strategy within the mechanism for the buyer and
an evidence-acquisition strategy for the buyer such that:
1. The reporting strategy is optimal for each type of the buyer given the mechanism.
2. Any mechanism chosen with positive probability is optimal given correct beliefs about the evidence
acquisition strategy and the prior on the buyer’s type.
3. The buyer’s evidence acquisition strategy is optimal given correct beliefs about the seller’s strategy
and a plan to act optimally in the mechanism.
The same outcome continues to obtain in an equilibrium as follows: given that the seller chooses the same
mechanism reporting truthfully and presenting all evidence is optimal. The mechanism is optimal given that
the same evidence structure is chosen. Without loss of generality the seller offers the outside option when
presented with any unexpected (off-path) evidence (since in equilibrium she correctly puts zero probability on
the event that such evidence is available). Given this, acquiring evidence structure A is optimal for the buyer.
It will be clear that this equilibrium coexists with many other equilibrium. In fact, any equilibrium that
consists of an optimal mechanism given some evidence structure for the seller, and that choice of evidence
structure for the buyer is an equilibrium. This is because the seller without loss of generality ignores any
off path evidence, so that there is no incentive to deviate to acquiring more evidence than is used in any
equilibrium. Conversely, it is weakly dominated not to acquire all evidence used on path (as suggested in
section 2.2) so that there is no incentive to acquire less evidence than is used in the given equilibrium. It
will also be clear for the same argument that the only admissible equilibrium is the one in which all possible
evidence is acquired and the seller engages in perfect price discrimination.
This highlights the role of policy: with no restrictions on the available evidence and where arbitrary evidence
can be acquired, the unique admissible equilibrium leads to first-degree price discrimination: a very bad out-
come from the point of view of the buyer. By restricting the evidence that can be acquired or contracted
upon the planner can ensure a better outcome for the agent (and also, as we saw, an efficient outcome). This
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does not require the planner to actively select or provide evidence for the buyer: the logic of admissibility en-
sures that with suitable restrictions the desired evidence structure will be endogenously chosen in equilibrium.
Another alternative timing illuminates the connection, and contrast, between my model and the canonical
disclosure models (e.g. Grossman, 1981; Milgrom, 1981). In this timing we assume that the buyer acquires
evidence and then presents it to the seller before the seller commits to a mechanism. The timing is:
The seller observes any evidence that the buyer has chosen to present (but not the evidence-acquisition
strategy) at the time she commits to the mechanism. The buyer observes the choice of mechanism before
participating in it.
Again, the equilibrium concept is based on Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium. An equilibrium consists of, for
each type of the buyer, a (history dependent) choice of what evidence to acquire, what evidence to present
and how to report in the mechanism, and for the seller a (history dependent choice of mechanism) such that:
1. All choices, both on- and off-path are optimal given beliefs
2. Beliefs are correct on-path
3. The seller’s beliefs about the buyers type, when choosing a mechanism, are consistent with any evidence
presented. That is, if the buyer presents evidence statement “v ∈ E”, then the seller’s beliefs put zero
probability on types of the buyer outside E.
With this timing the game shares some features with both disclosure models and models of interim Bayesian
persuasion (Perez-Richet, 2014). The agent would like to persuade the seller that his value for the good
is low, and persuasion takes place once the buyer already knows his value, unlike in the classic Bayesian
persuasion literature (Kamenica and Gentzkow, 2011). Nevertheless, there exist equilibria that do not result
in full disclosure, including an equilibrium leading to the same outcome as evidence structure A.
We will see that an equilibrium exists in which the buyer chooses to acquire evidence structure A, the buyer
chooses to present all acquired evidence to the seller, the seller makes a take it or leave it offer of p∗k for the
relevant k, and the buyer accepts the offer. That it is a best response to accept the offer is straightforward,
and that the offer p∗k is a best response to the on-path belief that v ∈ [p∗k, p∗k−1) follows from the discussion
earlier in the paper.
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To show that the evidence-acquisition and presentation strategies form part of an equilibrium we must
consider the seller’s beliefs when presented with off-path evidence. Consider the following off-path beliefs for
out of equilibrium evidence statements (or sets of statements) E′ (if E′ is in fact a set of subsets, consider the
following to apply to their intersection — which must include the deviating type and hence is nonempty).
Let µ′(E′) denote the seller’s off-path belief on observing evidence statement E′ and µ(·) denote the measure
on µ induced by the CDF F :
µ′(E′) =
supk:p∗k∈E′p∗k ∃k : p∗k ∈ E′µ(v|E′) otherwise
In the first case the seller’s best response is to charge µ′(E′) ≥ p∗k for the relevant k so that the buyer would
be worse off making this deviation. In the second case, the seller’s best response is to charge a price at least
as high as infE′ > p∗k, so that again the deviating type of the buyer is worse off.
Again, this equilibrium coexists with many others. For example, full disclosure is also an equilibrium. How-
ever, the existence of an equilibrium with partial disclosure seems on the surface to contradict the typical
results of the disclosure literature, under which when complete and costless hard evidence is available, and
preferences are monotone in a receiver’s action (here think of price) the unique equilibrium is full disclosure.
In Milgrom’s (1981) disclosure model, for example, disclosures can be made by a seller about the quality of
a good that she has for sale. A buyer demands a certain quantity of the good, depending on the expected
quality, and every type of the seller prefers to sell a higher quality. The unique sequential equilibrium is full
disclosure because, whenever partial disclosures are made, unless the outcomes is the same as what would
occur under full disclosure, some type of the seller sells a lower quantity than would occur is she fully dis-
closed her type. This follows because the quantity sold depends on the buyer’s expectation of the quantity
and the expected expectation is preserved by any disclosure policy (by the law of iterated expectations).
In contrast, in my model, different evidence disclosure strategies can lead to the same expectation over
expected type, but to a different expectation over prices. For example, disclosing only “v ∈ [p∗1, 1]” leads to
a price of p∗1, but fully disclosing the type on this set leads to an expected price of E[v|[p∗1, 1]] > p∗1. It is
therefore possible that, for some evidence structures, any further disclosures must harm all types. A is an
example of such a structure.
An underlying difference is that in my model the sender (here, the buyer) has evidence about his own payoffs
while in Milgrom’s model the sender (there, the seller) has evidence about the receiver’s payoffs. This means
that in my model, once enough evidence is available to overcome inefficiency in the revenue-maximizing
mechanism, disclosing more evidence simply reduces the sender’s information rents. This same effect does
not hold in Milgrom’s model (where revealing more evidence has the effect of ‘redistributing’ surplus across
sender types).
3 Generalization
In the first section we saw that the availability of evidence can support an equilibrium that interim Pareto-
dominates the benchmark where no evidence is available, in a model of a buyer with an unknown unit
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valuation purchasing from a monopolist. In this section I show that the result is far more general. In a
general screening model where the agent has access to an outside option, and both the agent’s and principal’s
preferences are monotone in allocations and transfers I show that there is an equilibrium with evidence that
interim Pareto-dominates the benchmark equilibrium with no evidence whenever:
1. Some types of the agent are excluded (take their outside option) in the benchmark mechanism.
2. If the type space was restricted to the excluded types, the payoff to some type in an optimal mechanism
is greater than the payoff from the outside option.
3. The agent’s preferences satisfy a single-crossing condition.
The third condition can also be replaced by the condition that the principal’s preferences over allocations
do not depend on the agent’s type. These conditions hold in a broad range of economically relevant envi-
ronments. For example, almost any model in which the principal is a profit-maximizing monopolist whose
costs of production do not depend on the buyer’s private information satisfies the conditions. The condi-
tions also apply to the classic monopolistic insurance model of Stiglitz (1977), which inherently incorporates
type-dependence in the principal’s payoffs.
Before stating the result formally, we introduce some notation:
A principal (she) offers a mechanism to an agent (he). The agent’s type t ∈ T is private information and
is distributed according to a probability measure pi ∈ ∆(T ). T is assumed to be a complete, compact,
metric space: any statements about continuity are with respect to the given metric. The set of feasible al-
ternatives are of the form (a, p) ∈ A×P ⊂ R+×R, where a is interpreted as an allocation and p as a transfer.
The principal and agent have state-dependent, continuous preferences u : A×P×T → R and v : A×P×T →
R, respectively. Both are expected utility maximizers.
We assume that u((a, p), t) is weakly increasing in a and strictly decreasing in p, while v((a, p), t) is weakly
decreasing in a and strictly increasing in p.
The principal commits to a mechanism. A mechanism is a message space, M , together with an allocation
function g : M → ∆(A × P ). In the benchmark case where no evidence is available, restricting attention
to direct mechanisms is without loss of generality, so that M = T . With slight abuse of notation, we will
sometimes refer to an outcome function as a mechanism. Given that the message space is fixed, this is
without loss of generality. A mechanism must be incentive compatible, that is:
u(g(t), t) ≥ u(g(t′), t) ∀t, t′ ∈ T.
Throughout this section we maintain the assumption that the agent has access to the outside option (0, 0).
The outside option is always available to the agent. The mechanism offered by the principal must respect
the participation constraint:
u(g(t), t) ≥ u((0, 0), t) ∀t ∈ T.
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When the agent has acquired evidence there is an exogenous meaning to certain messages. In particular,
let E(t) be the set of evidence statements available to type t. If E(t) ( E(t′), then the principal does not
have to respect incentive constraints from t to t′. This follows given Normality (discussed above) which is
automatically satisfied given that there is no cost to presenting all acquired evidence. Normality implies that
all acquired evidence is presented, without loss of generality. Then if E(t) ( E(t′), given that t′ discloses
all evidence in E(t′) the mechanism designer knows that the agent’s type is not E(t′) when his true type is
t. Conversely, given that incentive constraints between types who can imitate each other are satisfied, the
agent has no incentive not to present all available evidence.2 The set of incentive constraints becomes
u(g(t), t) ≥ u(g(t′), t) ∀t, t′ : E(t) ⊃ E(t′).
For a subset of types T˜ ⊂ T , we define a restricted mechanism as a message space MT˜ = T˜ and an outcome
function gT˜ : T˜ → ∆(A× P ).
Let f : T → ∆(A× P ) satisfy
f ∈ argmaxg
∫
T
v(g(t), t)dpi(t)
such that
u(g(t), t) ≥ u(g(t′), t) ∀t, t′ ∈ T,
u(g(t), t) ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T.
For T˜ ⊂ T , let fT˜ : T˜ → ∆(A× P ) satisfy
fT˜ ∈ argmaxg
∫
T˜
v(gT˜ (t), t)dpi(t)
such that
u(gT˜ (t), t) ≥ u(gT˜ (t′), t) ∀t, t′ ∈ T˜ ,
u(gT˜ (t), t) ≥ u((0, 0), t) ∀t ∈ T˜ .
That is, fT˜ is a restricted mechanism that would be offered by the principal if t ∈ T˜ were directly observ-
able. Recall that, unlike evidence, the principal sees directly observable information whether or not the
agent chooses to reveal it.
With slight abuse of notation, I will also use (a, p) to denote a mixture, (a, p) ∈ ∆(A × P ) and u((a, p), t)
to denote the expected utility. For a mechanism, g, let ag(t) denote the marginal distribution of g(t) on A.
For a′, a ∈ ∆(A) we say write a′  a if a′ first order stochastically dominates a.
We can now state the general result:
Proposition 4 Suppose that there exists a set of types T˜ ⊂ T such that
1. f(t) = (0, 0)⇔ τ ∈ T˜ ,
2. u(fT˜ (t), t) > u((0, 0), t) for some t ∈ T˜ , and, moreover:
2To see why this argument fails when Normality is not satisfied see Bull and Watson (2007) and Green and Laffont (1986)
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3. Either:
(a) Whenever a = margA(a, p), a
′ = margA(a′, p′) and a′  a and t′ > t
u((a′, p′), t) ≥ u((a, p), t)⇒ u((a′, p′), t′) > u((a, p), t′)
Or:
(b) v : A× T → R does not depend on t.
Then there exists an equilibrium with evidence that interim Pareto-dominates the benchmark mechanism f .
Proof: Suppose that all types in T˜ have evidence E(t) = {T˜} and no other types have any evidence. We first
show that, given this evidence structure, there is an optimal mechanism with evidence in which no types in
T \ T˜ are made worse off (given condition 1 and the participation constraints, no type in T˜ can be worse
off). We show this by contradiction. Suppose that for all optimal mechanisms with evidence, gˆ, some type
in T \ T˜ is worse off compared to f . Then it must be that∫
T\T˜
v(gˆ(t), t)dpi(t) >
∫
T\T˜
v(f(t), t)dpi(t).
Since, otherwise, the SCF:
gˆ′(t) =
f(t) t ∈ T \ T˜gˆ(t) t ∈ T˜
is incentive compatible with evidence and preferred by the principal to gˆ, contradicting the hypothesis that
gˆ is optimal.
Given this, either gˆ(t) = f(t) for all t ∈ T \ T˜ in some optimal mechanism with evidence or∫
T\T˜
v(gˆ(t), t)dpi(t) >
∫
T\T˜
v(f(t), t)dpi(t)
in every optimal mechanism with evidence, gˆ.
Suppose the latter. We will see that it leads to a contradiction. Let gˆ′′ be defined by:
gˆ′′(t) =
(0, 0) t ∈ T˜gˆ(t) t ∈ T \ T˜
If gˆ is incentive compatible without evidence, this would contradict the hypothesis that f is an optimal
mechanism without evidence. So suppose that it is not. The only incentive constraints that might be vio-
lated are from some t ∈ T˜ to some t ∈ T \ T˜ , since the constraints from T \ T˜ to T˜ are redundant given the
participation constraints.
We now proceed in two cases. For the first case assume that (3a) holds. We can show, as a consequence of
this single-crossing property that the following holds:
Lemma 2 If gˆ is optimal, then
u((0, 0), t) ≥ u(gˆ(t′), t)
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for all t ∈ T˜ , t′ ∈ T \ T˜
Proof: See appendix.
But this contradicts the hypothesis that gˆ′′ is not incentive compatible without evidence.
For the second case, suppose that (3b) holds. Let
g˜(t) =
gˆ(t) t ∈ T \ T˜argmaxa∈{gˆ(t):t∈T\T˜}∪{(0,0)}u(a, t) t ∈ T˜
That is: we allow types in T˜ to choose either any alternative in the range of gˆ over T \ T˜ or the outside
option. By construction this mechanism is incentive compatible without evidence. It is also weakly preferred
by the principal to gˆ′′ as long as v(gˆ(t)) ≥ v((0, 0)) for all t ∈ T \ T˜ (note that under (3b) the principal’s
preferences are type independent, to emphasize this we drop the t argument in v(·)).
In fact, this is without loss of optimality. Suppose that v(gˆ(t)) < v((0, 0)) for some t ∈ T \ T˜ . Let T ′ ⊂ T \ T˜
be the set of types for which this is true. T ′ is a strict subset of T \ T˜ or else the mechanism assigning (0, 0)
to all types is optimal.
Let gˆ′′′ be defined by:
gˆ′′′(t) =
argmaxa∈{gˆ(t):t∈T\(T˜∪T ′)}∪{(0,0)}u(a, t) t ∈ T ′gˆ(t) t ∈ T \ T ′
Then gˆ′′′ is incentive compatible with evidence and preferred by the principal to gˆ, contradicting the hy-
pothesis that gˆ is optimal with evidence.
By contradiction, in either case, we have shown that no type is made worse off (no type in T˜ can be worse
off since they are held to their reservation payoff in f). We next show that some types are made better
off. Suppose not. We have established that in some optimal mechanism with evidence gˆ(t) = f(t) for all
t ∈ T \ T˜ . If no types in T˜ are better off then
u(gˆ(t), t) = u((0, 0), t) ∀t ∈ T˜
By condition 2 ∫
T˜
v(fT˜ (t), t)dpi(t) ≥
∫
T˜
(gˆ(t), t)dpi(t)
and
u(fT˜ (t), t) > u((0, 0), t)
for some t ∈ T˜ . Let
gˆ′′′(t) =
ft˜(t) t ∈ T˜gˆ(t) t ∈ T \ T˜
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Then gˆ′′′ is incentive compatible with evidence, since if t ∈ T˜ , t′ ∈ T \ T˜
u(gˆ′′′(t), t) = u(fT˜ (t), t) ≥ u((0, 0), t) ≥ u(gˆ(t′), t) = u(gˆ′′′(t′), t)
Where the first inequality follows by IR of fT˜ and the second inequality follows by IC of gˆ. Incentive con-
straints within T \ T˜ and within T˜ are satisfied by construction while incentive constraints from T \ T˜ to T˜
can be ignored given that all types t ∈ T˜ present evidence.
Since gˆ′′′ is IC with evidence and is preferred to gˆ by the principal, the optimality of gˆ is contradicted. We
conclude that u(gˆ(t), t) > u((0, 0), t) for some t ∈ T˜ in an optimal mechanism with evidence, as required.
3.1 Examples
The following examples demonstrate the broad applicability of conditions 1-3:
3.1.1 Second-degree price discrimination
In the leading example the monopolist faced constant (in fact zero) costs and the consumer valued at most
one unit of the good. However, the general result applies to a much broader range of buyer-monopolist
models. For concreteness, consider the following second-degree price discrimination model taken from Mussa
and Rosen (1978):
Example 1 The type space is T = [θ, θ]. The outcome space is the set of pairs (q, p) ∈ R+ ×R where q ≥ 0
denotes a quality level and p a transfer from the buyer to the monopolist. The outside option is (0, 0). The
buyer’s payoff is
u((q, p), θ) = θq − p
The monopolist’s payoff is
v((q, p), θ) = p− aq − bq2
for parameters a and b. Types are uniformly distributed.
Mussa and Rosen show that the optimal mechanism without evidence involves (q, p)(θ) = (0, 0) for θ ≤ θ∗ ≡
(θ+ a)/2. Moreover, above θ∗ the mechanism is fully separating and leaves positive payoffs to almost every
type.
Since the mechanism design problem with T = [θ, θ∗] is simply a rescaled version of the original problem, is
it clear that the optimal mechanism when T = [θ, θ∗] leaves positive payoffs to some type as long as a is not
too large. So far we have seen that conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied.
Let q′ > q and θ′ > θ. If u((q′, p′), θ) ≥ u((q, p), θ) then
θ(q′ − q) ≥ p′ − p
⇒ θ′(q′ − q) > p′ − p
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⇒ u((q′, p′), θ′) > u((q, p), θ)
Since the agent is risk neutral, the result follows through when q′, q are nondegenerate distributions and
q′  q. Condition 3a is satisfied (it is also straightforward to see that condition 3b is satisfied, given that
costs of production are type-independent).
Our result therefore implies that there is an equilibrium with evidence that delivers an interim Pareto-
improvement in this environment.
3.1.2 Monopolistic insurance
A rather different environment in which the general result applies is an insurance market. The following
example adapts the monopolistic insurance model of Stiglitz (1977):
Example 2 The type space is T = [t, t] ⊂ (0, 1) where t is the probability of a loss. The outcome space is
the set of pairs (a, p) ∈ R+ × R where a is the gross amount paid by the insurer to the consumer if there
is a loss, and p is a premium paid to the insurer in both states. The consumer’s payoff is u((a, p), t) =
U(W − d− p+ a)t+ U(W − p)(1− t) where U is CARA. The insurer’s payoff is v((a, p), t) = p− a · t. t is
distributed according to the CDF F (t). The outside option is (0, 0). Assume the environment is such that a
deterministic mechanism is optimal.
Stiglitz shows that, under some parameterizations, some types take the outside option – always those types
with the lowest probabilities of a loss (in the optimal deterministic mechanism). Typically, if the type space
was restricted to those types some types would purchase insurance at a premium less than their willingness
to pay. Conditions 1 and 2 are therefore satisfied.
To see that condition 3a is satisfied, let a′  a, t′ > t and
u((a′, p′), t) ≥ u((a, p), t) (1)
Suppose that E(a′,p′)U(w − p′) ≥ E(a,p)U(W − p). Then by CARA
E(a′,p′)U(w − p′ − d) ≥ E(a,p)U(W − p− d)
which implies
u((a′, p′), t′′) = t′′E(a′,p′)U(W − p′ − d+ a′) + (1− t′′)E(a′,p′))U(W − p′)
> t′′E(a,p)U(W − p− d+ a) + (1− t′′)E(a,p)U(W − p) = u((a, p), t′′)
for any t′′ ∈ T , where the strict inequality follows by a′  a. Conversely, suppose that Ep′U(W − p′) <
EpU(W − p). Then, by (1):
t(E(a′,p′)U(W − p′ − d+ a′)− E(a,p)U(W − p− d+ a))
≥ (1− t)(E(a,p)U(W − p)− E(a′,p′)U(W − p′)) > 0
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⇒ t(E(a′,p′)U(W − p′ − d+ a′)− E(a,p)U(W − p− d+ a))
> (1− t)(E(a,p)U(W − p)− E(a′,p′)U(W − p′))
⇒ u((a′, p′), t′) > u((a, p), t)
so that, in either case, condition 3a is satisfied.
Note that although we do need some assumption on the agent’s vN-M utility to ensure that condition 3a is
satisfied, we do not necessarily need to assume CARA preferences, this is simply done here to demonstrate
that the condition is satisfied for some class of preferences.
Since the conditions of proposition 4 are satisfied, there is an equilibrium with evidence that interim Pareto-
improves on the equilibrium without evidence is this monopolistic insurance market.
3.1.3 Tightness of Proposition 5
The remaining examples demonstrate that the conclusion of proposition 4 can fail if any of the conditions
are relaxed.
Example 3 T = [ 12 , 1]. A = [0, 1]. The principal’s payoff is v((a, p), t) = p, the agent’s payoff is
u((a, p), t) = a · t− p. Types are distributed uniformly.
This is a version of the leading example with the type space truncated at the monopoly price. The optimal
monopoly price with no evidence is p = 12 . The outcome is efficient and clearly no type can be better off as
the principal will never charge less than 12 . In this example condition 1 fails: no type is excluded without
evidence.
Example 4 T = {1, 2}, A = R+. The agent’s payoff is u((a, p), t) = t · a − p, the principal’s payoff is
p− 12a2. pi(2) > 12
By standard arguments, the optimum has (a, p)(2) = (2, 4) and (a, p)(1) = (0, 0) (type 1 is not excluded if
pi(2) < 2). However, condition 2 is not satisfied, since if t = 1 is observable the optimal contract is (1, 1)
and u((1, 1), 1) = u((0, 0), 1) = 0. We will show that for any evidence structure, type 1 does not recieve a
positive payoff and type 2 does no better than in the mechanism without evidence.
There are three possible evidence structures that differ from no evidence: both types have evidence of their
type, type 1 has evidence and type 2 does not, or type 2 has evidence and type 1 does not. In the first and
third cases the mechanism designer can implement the efficient allocation and fully extract all surplus. In the
second case, it is easy to verify that the no-evidence contract remains optimal. It follows, as claimed, that
there is no equilibrium with evidence that interim Pareto-dominates the mechanism offered with no evidence.
Example 5 The type space is T = {t1, t2, t3, t4}, the set of pure outcomes is {a0, a1, a2}: for example a0 is
the outside option and a1, a2 are two different goods of which the agent demands at most one unit in total.
Preferences are given by:
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u(a, t)− p
and
p− v(a, t)
respectively, where u(·) and v(·) are given by:
u(·) t1 t2 t3 t4
a0 0 0 0 0
a1 1/2 1 3 3
a2 6 6 5 5
v(·) t1 t2 t3 t4
a0 0 0 0 0
a1 0 0 0 0
a2 -20 -20 0 0
In this example, absent types t1 and t2, the principal would like to allocate a2 for sure to t3 and t4 and
charge p3 = p4 = 5, however without evidence this is not incentive compatible (t1 and t2 would imitate t3 or
t4) and there is a large cost to allocating a2 to types t1 and t2. In fact, we can show that without evidence
the optimal mechanism allocates the outside option to types t1 and t2 and allocates the mixture
1
3a1+
2
3a2 to
types t3 and t4 at the price t3 = t4 = 13/3. The payoff to all types except t4 is zero, the payoff to type t4 is 1/3.
Suppose that we naively attempt to apply the evidence structure used in the proof of Proposition 4. That is
E(t) = {t1, t2} for types t1 and t2 and E(t) = T otherwise. We can show that, with this evidence structure,
the new optimal mechanism allocates a1 to t2 for sure at a price of approximately p2 = 0.69, so that type t2
is better off. However, the new mechanism allocates the mixture 0.2857a1 + 0.7143a2 to types t3 and t4 at
a price of p3 = p4 = 4.4286, yielding a payoff of 0.2857 < 1/3 to type t4, so that t4 is worse off.
Intuitively, since types t3 and t4 cannot imitate types t1 and t2, it is possible to generate more revenue from
types t1 and t2 by selling a1 without the concern that types t3 and t4 will deviate. Since t2 is now attaining
a positive payoff the IC t2 → {t3, t4} constraints are relaxed so that the principal can now sell a mixture
with a higher probability of a2 to types t3 and t4. However, since the difference between the valuations of
types t3 and t4 is lower when the probability of a2 is higher, type t4’s information rent is reduced.
Similarly, we can show computationally that there is no interim Pareto improvement for any deterministic
evidence structure.3
Note that this example does not satisfy either condition (3a) or condition (3b). For condition (3b), the
principal’s preferences are type dependent (there is a cost of providing a2 only for types t1 and t2). Note
that condition (3a) is violated since type t1 is willing to pay more than t4 to move from the outside option
to a2, while conversely type t4 is willing to pay more than t1 to move from the outside option to a1.
3This can be done by iterating the relevant linear program over all possible combinations of incentive constraints in MATLAB
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5 Appendix
5.1 Proof of Lemma 1
The Regularity assumption implies that there is a unique v∗1 ∈ (0, 1). We must have that v∗k ∈ (0, v∗k−1),
since given the distribution F (v|v ≤ v∗k) both v∗k and 0 give zero revenue (v∗k gives zero revenue given
our assumption that F (v) is strictly increasing). Therefore, the sequence is strictly decreasing and bounded
below by zero. The sequence therefore converges to a limit in [0, v∗1), by the Monotone Convergence Theorem.
Suppose the limit is strictly greater than 0. Then there exists a v∗ > 0 such that limk→∞v∗k = v
∗.
However, any optimal price given the distribution F (v|v ≤ v∗) is v′ < v∗, since charging v∗ will yield zero
revenue against the distribution F (v|v ≤ v∗). Any optimal price, v(c) on the distribution F (v|v ≤ c) solves
v(c) ∈ argmaxv∈[0,c]v(1− F (v|v ≤ c)).
Given our assumptions, v(1−F (v ≤ c)) is jointly continuous in (v, c). By the Maximum theorem, argmaxv∈[0,c]v(1−
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f(v|v ≤ c) is an upper hemicontinuous correspondence. It follows that
v∗ = limk→∞v∗k
= limc→v∗min{argmaxv∈[0,c]v(1− F (v|v ≤ c)} ∈ argmaxv∈[0,v∗]v(1− F (v|v ≤ v∗).
But since v′ < v∗ for any v′ ∈ argmaxv∈[0,v∗]v(1− F (v|v ≤ v∗) this is a contradiction.
Therefore, the limit of {v∗k} as k →∞ must be zero, as required.
5.2 Proof of Lemma 2
We first note that, for all t ∈ T˜ , t′ ∈ T \ T˜ , t < t′. Suppose not. Then t > t′ for some t ∈ T˜ , t′ ∈ T \ T˜ . But
then
u(g(t′), t′) ≥ u((0, 0), t′)
⇒ u(g(t′), t) > u((0, 0), t) = u(g(t), t),
where the strict inequality follows by condition 3 (SCP). Note that whenever a 6= 0, a  0.
Now, suppose that there exists a triple (, t, t′) with  > 0, t ∈ T˜ , and t′ satisfying agˆ′(t′) 6= 0, such that
(1− )u(gˆ(t′), t) + u((0,M), t) > u((0, 0), t),
where M is sufficiently high that v(gˆ(t′′), t′′) < v((0,M), t′′) for all t′′ ∈ T . Such an M always exists since
T is compact and hence the set of outcomes of the mechanism is bounded.
Then, by condition 3 and since t′ > t for all t ∈ T˜ , t′ ∈ T \ T˜ :
(1− )u(gˆ(t′′′), t′′′) + (1− )u(0,M, t′′′) ≥
(1− )u(gˆ(t′), t′′′) + (1− )u(0,M, t′′′) >
u((0, 0), t′′′)
for all t′′′ ∈ T \ T˜ . Note that the strict inequality follows by condition 3, since (1− )agˆ(t) + 0  0.
It follows that gˆ is not optimal, since replacing gˆ(t) with (1− )gˆ(t) + (0,M) would satisfy the participation
constraints, maintain incentive compatibillity and be preferred by the principal.
Therefore, we must have that for all (, t ∈ T˜ , t′ ∈ T \ T˜ ):
(1− )u(gˆ(t′), t) + u((0,M), t) ≤ u((0, 0), t)
Letting → 0 we have
u(gˆ(t′), t) ≤ u((0, 0), t),
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as required.
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